


Out of Orbit festival is a once-off virtual arts
experience created entirely online by a team of

emerging producers who have never met in person. 
As part of the MA in Arts Management and Creative

Producing (School of Film Music & Theatre, UCC), this
festival will be broadcast online for the world to enjoy

and will showcase a broad range of artforms.
 
 
 

L E A R N  F R O M  T H E  P A S T  

-  L I V E  I N  T H E  N O W  -  

E M B R A C E  O U R  T I M E  O U T  O F  O R B I T



 
Opal Productions is a collective of twelve female creatives who

have come together as emerging producers under the MA in
Arts Management and Creative Producing at the Department
of Theatre in University College Cork. Their collective passion

for the arts was ignited in October and its birthstone, the opal,
represented their unity. Through the festival  they wish to

inspire, encourage hope and create equilibrium in a time of
uncertainty. From America, to Greece, to Ireland, each of the
twelve producers have brought their own diverse experiences

to Opal Productions. Each of the events in the programme
reflect their unique personalities. Having never met in person

and faced with the challenge of curating and producing an
entire festival remotely, this was their opportunity to venture

Out of Orbit. The festival also embodies an opal’s virtues -
rarity; creativity; freedom from inhibitions; and hope. Its flow
and movement, also speak to the motion of an orbit as a flux,

reflecting the fact that we are no longer following the
repeating path we once knew.

 



Out of Orbit is a once-off arts festival rooted in Cork, broadcast online
around the world and produced by the MA cohort in Arts Management
and Creative Producing at University College Cork, Ireland. The festival

programme features a diverse range of artforms including theatre,
music, storytelling, dance, and fashion.  

  
As emerging producers driven by the belief that the arts are essential,

we want to reconnect audiences to art, artists and creative
communities. Our festival presents vibrant performances by established
and emerging artists and invites audiences into creative processes and

conversations about the arts in a welcoming virtual space. 
 

Orbits are repeating cycles and over the course of the pandemic the
world has been pushed into a new cycle, a new orbit. Our festival plans

have been made, unmade, and remade, and the result is a unique
constellation of artforms and experiences that exist quite happily Out of

Orbit. As producers we aim to shed light on the power of creativity and
its potential in the now. We aspire to bring a festival atmosphere to our

audiences wherever they are and to share a sense of joy, hope, and
excitement for the future. 

 
Celebrate the arts as essential. Join us as we drift Out of Orbit. 

May 2021.
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Contingence
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Rebirth
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A Few Tunes (a mini-series
of trad today)
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Out of Orbit welcomes you to Stellar Sessions. Inspired by the NPR Tiny Desk
(at-home) Concert Series, this gig will be a showcase of at-home acoustic

sessions. It’s an invitation to an intimate space to be immersed in the
atmosphere and stellar music of two outstanding Irish acts. Cork-based Emmo
is an artist who defies genre with his spine-tingling vocals and heartfelt lyrics.

Emmo’s dulcet tones and catchy hooks will have you grooving. Then, we
embark on a trip down along the coast to Wexford, where multi-

instrumentalist brother duo Basciville shall whisk you away to a place where
powerful and melodious lyricism and harmony take over. Through captivating

vocals, their contemporary perspective on folk/indie music will have you
spellbound/mesmerised from the start. 

Stellar Sessions creates a unique opportunity to experience the essence of
what audiences love, and have missed from the comfort of their own space. Sit
back and enjoy with your nearest and dearest. Stellar Sessions May 16th 2021. 
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Stories from Cork is a storytelling project that will feature
stories about silver linings and humor from the lives of Cork
community members. It aims to encourage a sense of
community, elevate storytelling as an art form, and offer a space
to enjoy oneself. These stories will be submitted via WhatsApp
voice memos and email, and will be available to view and listen to
on the festival's website from the 13th to 16th of May.



Out of Orbit presents Collision, an explosion of fashion, dance, music,
and visual art. This unique production showcases sustainable clothing
design and dance movement in a virtual fashion show format curated to
present fashion as a work of art. Filmed from their homes, models will
move and dance to personify the art they are wearing, while you, the
audience, watch from the comfort of your own home. Collision features
some of the amazing artistic talent Irish fashion and dance has to offer
and gives these artists a platform to display their work in a new, creative
way. Immerse yourself in an evening of fun, allure, and excitement, and
get ready to experience the collision of art. There is a front-row seat
waiting for you.

Inspired by what we have missed in the last year, it is time to bring musical
theatre back into our lives. The Show Must Go On is a once off podcast
series, comprising of three episodes, centered around three different

musical theatre discussions. This conversation series invites you to hear
from some of the most successful, highly respected and admired industry

professionals in the musical theatre world today. The series focuses on
musical theatre in all its forms - its rise and importance in Cork, its history,
the power of the amateur musical theatre scene and also the impact it has

at an educational level. You are invited to listen and reflect on what theatre-
lovers and makers have missed in the past year, as well as the exciting hopes

for the future. Whether you are a lover of all things musical theatre, or you
simply want to learn about the craft, this exciting podcast is right up your

street! Relax in your at-home auditorium seat, and listen to the voices
behind some of the most successful musicals in Ireland and beyond today.



Serenade the City is an anthology of performances based around Cork
City and produced in collaboration with filmmaker Jordan Gough.
Introduced by a personal letter read to someone missed, this event
recognises the highs and lows of the past year. A singer will take us on her
favourite nature walk accompanied by an at-home recording of a
traditional Irish song. Explore Cork City through the eyes of a resident
while Seamus Heaney describes the nature of hope and take a front row
seat to a studio session from a *soon to be announced* band. Designed to
bring a sense of simple joy to our new normal, Serenade the City will pull
together found footage and audio with new work created during lockdown
to remind us that though we are separated, we have shared an experience
that has brought us closer to the people and places around us. 

A live panel discussion which showcases and explores Theatre for Early
Years (TEY) in Ireland. The panel will feature prominent Irish

practitioners of TEY, including artists, directors and programmers. The
event is open to all and will provide an opportunity for artists who are

interested in the field to learn more about creating work for babies and
toddlers. There will be a Q&A after the discussion to allow for questions
from attendees. The event will be geared towards an audience of artists
and arts workers who are interested in understanding, exploring and/or

creating work for toddlers and babies.
 



A few tunes is a music event showcasing a trio of unique insights on
traditional Irish music and its relationship today with its contemporary
cultural counterparts. Over three consecutive nights, Out of Orbit
welcomes you to indulge in a mini-series of at-home gigs. A few tunes
provides you with performances from diverse acts, each with their own
distinct fusion on our tradition, be it in its purest regional form or
influenced by world music. Rooted in ‘trad’, you are guaranteed plenty
of ‘ceol agus craic’ – something we’ve all been missing!
Each at home gig is pre-recorded and will be broadcasted live into the
comfort of your own home. Complementing the Irish music tradition,
this mini-series will explore contemporary fusions with pop, folk and
blues in a collaborative presentation. 
Don’t miss out!

Nuadán will document the music of Irish traditional group
Nuadán, heavily influenced by the music of one of Ireland’s

most prominent Gaeltacht areas, An Rinn. Featuring interviews
and stories from band members Pax Ó Faoláin, Macdara Ó

Faoláin, Cárthach Ó Faoláin and Iarlaith MacGabhann, as well as
music from the band’s debut album, Dén Díobháil, this

documentary captures the place of traditional music in our
communities today, and the significance of place in our culture

and identity.



The exploration of bodies and communication through the virtual

medium is explored within this improvisational dance piece inspired by

Cork, Ireland. Working in public space all over the world, the international

set of dancers will use an improvisational movement score to challenge

and stretch the limits of communicating virtually and how it mirrors

communication in the physical world. Taking into account body language

as well and where it fits into both types of communication, the dancers

will work with concepts of dissemination of information without

speaking. The dancers will be live streaming from their cellular devices to

a central virtual meeting location and will have their cameras on, selfie

style, to capture their communication in all spaces. By inviting

precariousness into the live performance and reflecting the lived

experiences of modern times, Contingence embraces uncertainty; the

dancers may appear, the performance may happen. The audience is

invited to watch and interact with the movers as this once-in-a-lifetime

performance springs to life, and live, wondrously. As people of the world

grapple with virtual communication and its inopportune limitations, this

piece is a reflection of our bodily ways of informing, internally and

externally, while welcoming an improvisationally open mindset to online

interactions.

Anam Soma is an arts event inspired by Irish culture’s uniqueness, its deep

roots in traditional music, and its influence on the community. This is an

invitation to those who wish to explore a contemporary approach to

traditional music, and experience the main ethnomusicological elements of

trad. The Guys & Dolls Quartet will be performing acapella under the theme of

“love”. For this rare performance they will be accompanied solely by their own

body, through body percussion under the guidance of Simone Mongelli.



Have you ever wanted to know the inside scoop on how jazz improvisers

express and create music, during this unbelievable pandemic? If so, we

warmly welcome you to Romantic Rhythms of Rebirth - a digital project,

exploring the transformative relationship between emerging jazz artists

and their evolving art. This project will document the individual journeys

of four separated musicians that, when together, form an ensemble.

Two of the artists will be commissioned to compose a piece of jazz

music each, which will then be shared with their fellow ensemble

members, in their respective locations. The project will document the

spontaneous art of improvisation, and how it can teach us to be open to

whatever emerges in life. Through the eyes of each jazz artist, we will

battle through the hardship of lockdown, and triumph in the profound

journey that is musical improvisation. The finale of Romantic Rhythms

of Rebirth will have each of the musicians come together on a virtual

platform, to perform and improvise on the two pieces of music, as one

collaborative embodiment of creative work. We are all within our own

cocoon of isolation. Let improvisation show us the way out.

Draíocht is a new commission by folklore and mythology researcher

and writer, Sadbh Kellett, exploring the triad of personas of the

pagan goddess, Brigid - Brigid of Spring, Brigid of the Forge, and

Brigid of Women. Each monologue explores the perceptions we have

of Brigid’s mythology and translates her story into modern day,

through English and Irish. Presented over three afternoons, this

video trilogy of spoken word, folk song and local footage captured

from the Meath landscape is designed to bring a fresh take on some

of the ancient stories that our culture has to offer.
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#performance
#nostalgia

#exploration

#enjoyment

#reconnection

#essential_arts

#culture

 

#fresh_approaches

#interdisciplinary

#diversity



 

                 

MA Arts Management and Creative Producing (UCC)

The MA in Arts Management & Creative Producing at the School

of Film, Music & Theatre (UCC) offers postgraduate training in

creative producing and arts management as part of a unique

collaboration between UCC and Cork Opera House.

FOR MORE INFO

              

                  

                  

                       

                  

   

                  https://www.ucc.ie/en/fmt/theatre/outoforbit/

https://www.facebook.com/outoforbitfestival2021

https://www.instagram.com/outoforbitfestival/?hl=el

https://twitter.com/OutOfOrbitFest

www.youtube.com/channel/UCd2Rk6X1zO-yPzO_NR3DLCg

outoforbitfestival@gmail.com

https://www.ucc.ie/en/fmt/operahouse/mainartsmanagementandcreativeproducing/
https://www.ucc.ie/en/fmt/theatre/outoforbit/
https://www.facebook.com/outoforbitfestival2021
https://www.instagram.com/outoforbitfestival/?hl=el
https://twitter.com/OutOfOrbitFest
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd2Rk6X1zO-yPzO_NR3DLCg

